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Don't Forget the
Intramural
Debate Tourney
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Intramural forensic activity will begin this year with a debate tourna
ment to egin on or about October 15. This tournament will be sponsored
and directed by the California Delta Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, national
honorary forensic graternity.
Worthwhile trophies will be provided by the sponsors, probably cups
rotating t.'om year to year. The
winning teams may be scheduled to
debate before some service club or
other suitable audience.
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EXACT QUESTIONS
UNDECIDED
Exact phrasing of the question is
as yet undecided, though the field
will concern itself with student re
lationships to social and economic
problems. Labor problems and their
settlement and student relationship
to the same will provide the issues
for the debates.
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ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS
No one who has ever participated
in a collegiate debate will be allowed
to compete. This will insure a tour
nament with equal opportunities for
new students as well as older but
inexperienced contestants. The
te^ms selected from the living groups
can and should, if possible, be coach
ed by members of Pi Kappa Delta,
or experienced debaters.
Judging will be done by members
of the faculty experienced in debate
technique. Absolute impartiality for
all decisions is thus assured.
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Dr. Roy C. McCall, who is draw
ing plans for both Intramural and
Inter-school debate tournaments.
This is Dr. McCall's second year
as debate coach.

Seal Winner
Announced

Hancock and Marie Nichols are na
tional junior college champions. Last
year, they won for Bakersfield Ju
nior College the championship at the
national Phi Rho Pi tournament.
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The first rehearsal of the New
York hit "Excursion" took place
last Monday. The cast of "The
Tents of the Arab" under the direc
tion of Mona Belle Hench will soon
begin their meetings. With both sec
tions of the dramatic department go
ing ahead to future successes, all
students who are interested in this
particular activity at Pacific should
make an effort to contact DeMarcus
Brown, director of the Little Th
atre.
Experimental in its nature, the
Studio 1 heatre is the testing ground
for new plays, techniques, and per
sonalities. Heretofore, competitive
tryouts have been employed by the
student directors to choose their
casts, but this year Mr. Brown has
announced that anyone interested in
the Studio Theatre need only come
to his office in the Conservatory
Building and give his name, together
with his past dramatic experience, if
any, and the type of role suitable to
him. If any part turns up which
the directors of the studio theatre
think appropriate to his particular
talent, he will have a chance to.par
ticipate in a production.
Mr. Arthur Farey, manager of the
Little Theatre, estimates that well
<bver two hundred students will take
part in dramatic activities during the
coming season. Five productions of
the Little Theatre and eleven stu
dent plays in the Studio Theatre of
fer opportunities to as many students
as are intrigued by either the thespian or technical end of dramatics.
The Studio Theatre offers a chance
for experimentation with lighting ef
fect^ costuming, and scenery. I;
acts as a training ground for (he up
stairs productions.

The Contest sponsored by the
P. S. A., offered a five dollar prize
to the Association member who
would submit a Seal so designed as
to represent without distinction to
either, both the College of the Pa
Transferring this year to the Col
cific and the Stockton Junior Col
lege of the Pacific, this team will
lege.
participate in the opening discussion
Miss Campbell's design was ad
of the 1937-38 season next Tuesday,
judged as the most representative
when they meet the men's varsity.
drawing submitted in a field of num
FIRST SQUAD MEETING
erous contestants. Honorable men
The opening squad meeting of the tions were awarded to Artelle Bax
present forensic season will be held ter, Carl Friseh and Bob Bovey.
next-Monday at 8:00, in the S. C. A.
Rooms. Sandine, this year's debate
manager, issued an invitation to all
students. "If you are interested in
active participation in the forensic
activities of the Pacific Student As
sociation, we need your support at
this first squad meeting. Come out
and meet the ones with whom you
will be associated during the debate
The artist concert series, which is
season. All active members of Phi being sponsored by the Stockton
Kappa Delta and interested faculty Musical Club this winter, will include
members are expected to be pres such well known performers as Rosa
ent.
Tentoni, the Jooss Ballet, and Gaspar Cassada.

Music Club Plans
Varied Programs

Race Relations Group
Hears Werner

"Be A Good Neighbor" is the appeal of the Stockton Community
Chest members during their annual
campaign for subscriptions to be held
from October 1 to October 11.
This year representatives will be
sent to the College of the Pacific and
the Stockton Junior College to ask
contributions. It is understood that
this is partly due to the increased
enrollment drawn from the town of
Stockton.
Fourteen organizations receive al
locations from the total $87,911 which
is the Chest's goal this year. Each
agency is instrumental in helping the
unemployed, providing necessities to
needy families and individuals, or
aiding the development of girls and
boys and young men and women.
1 he Student Christian Association
on the campus will receive $750, to
help swell their proposed budget of
$2,260.
I his All-College organiza
tion offers social and recreational fa
cilities, counseling service, and pro
grams in social, religious, philanthro
pic, international, and interracial
problems.
There are no dues; membership is
not restricted. 325 meetings were held
during the last College year.
Greatest financial aid will be given

Drum Major
Chosen
Gene Rotsch, '40, from Southern
California, will be the new drum
major for the marching band this
year. Gene has had experiences in
this field as he has been drum ma
jor for both Pasadena Junior Col
lege and University of Southern
California. He also led these two
combined college bands in the Rose
Bowl Parade last year.
Members of the marching band for
this year are Roy Berry, Dean
Clawson, Harry Du Praw, Del Westcott, Bill Siegfried, Everett Bondesen, Wesley Dunstan, Roger Cross,
Stanley Miller, Lawrence Short,
Wayne Baumgartner, Don Lindeen,
Eugene Dauffenbach, Primo Yob,
Stanley Conti, Bill Lampkin, Eric
Alvord, Philip Hood, Howard Stine,
A1 Liedestrand, Lewis Whitehead,
Erwin Ruff, Henry Woodrum, Wil
bur Scott, Van Shaljian, Glen Shaljian, Milton Kwate, Paul Taylor,
Jack Cooper, Kenneth Klaas, Dan
Looney, Euvell Enderlin, Stanley
Rutherford, Stanley Johnson, Clay
ton Long, Dick Adams, Burk Broadley, Hugh Hutchins, Bob Christensen, Stanley Heriot, Jay Loveless,
Glenn Harder, Clifton Kizer, Paul
Latimer, Myron Harmon, Charles
Daniels, Walter Bells and Maynard
Hughes.
v

Miss Tentoni, scheduled to appear
on November 1st, is a Metropolitan
Opera soprano. She is to be with
the San Francisco Opera Company
this season where she will sing the
lead in Madame Butterfly.
On December 2nd, the Jooss Bal
let, considered the most important
thing in ballet since Diaghileff, will
give a performance, and on March
14th a concert by Gaspar Cassado,
noted Spanish cellist, will be heard.
A probable fourth concert by Mur
iel Kerr, pianist, is planned for Jan
uary 14th, but has not been definitely S. C. A. Frosh Club
scheduled.
Ticket sales will continue through Holds Meeting
this week and two dollar student
tickets may be purchased from mem
Frosh Club held its first meeting
bers of Phi Mu Alpha.
Wednesday night in the S. C. A.
All concerts will be held in the Rooms. Robert Burns, placement
secretary of the College of the Pa
high school auditorium.
cific, spoke on "Putting First Things
First." Miss Joyce Dunkerly, new
several musical selections which were secretary of the S. C. A., asked the
n received
!_..j i__.ii
students "Why College Anyway?"
well
by the group.

Dr. G. A. Werner was the main
speaker at the first meeting of the
Race Relations group which was held
in the S. C. A. rooms Monday after
noon.
Dr. Werner, who spoke on "An
Introduction to Race Relationship",
told of its origin and spread through
out many different foreign nations,
as well as in the United States.
Dr. Werner declared, "The only
way to halt race conflict is to get a
more scientific investigation as to
where and how race conflicts begin."
He told of race conflict in Japan,
Germany, Poland and the United
States. He mentioned the fact that
the reason for race conflict in Japan
is that the Japanese Government is
trying to raise the standards of its
t
people to that of other countries.
Plans for future meetings and pro
Betty Rae Stone was in charge of
Milton Harvey, a transfer from grams were also discussed by the the singing while Leon Eakes acted
as master of ceremonies.
Modesto Junior College, rendered members of the group.

to the Stockton Salvation Army, the
American Red Cross, and the Y. M.
C. A. All have the widest fields for
activity, and last year helped thous
ands of people.
The recently organized Girl Scout
troops and the Camp Fire Girls, Boy
Scouts and the St. Aloysius Athletic
Club will receive allotments. Each
of these groups puts particular em
phasis on the development of tyoung
men and women into good citizens
by supervised recreation and study.
The Catholic Ladies Aid Society
and the Jewish Welfare Society are
pledged to do whatever good is with
in their power, the former to all
people, regardless of race, color, or
creed the latter to needy Jews.
_ The Children's Home Society, the
School Women's Club and the Junior
Red Cross are organizations to pro
mote the welfare and happiness of
the grammar school age child.
In it's plea in asking for subscrip
tions the committee asks, "Be A
Good Neighbor" to the aged and un
fortunates, to broken families and
neglected children; to active and am
bitious boys and girls who need a
guiding hand, and to helpless babies,
whose very existence depends upon
the Community Chest."

Southern Trip
Declared Big
Success
Large Group Watches
Stagg Ovation

With the required 150 students
signed for the special train and ap
proximately the same number travel
ing liy atttdrdver 250"Pacific rooters
witnessed the College of the PacificU. S. C. football game in the Los
DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME
Angeles Coliseum Saturday after
"Excursion" offers technical diffi noon. Dick •Patriquin, former Rally
culties which the stagecraft classes Committee chairman, was in charge
are helping to overcome, Wagon 0£ tile special train.
stages are being constructed to facili
Saturday was literally "Stagg Day"
tate the quick changes of scenery
which are essential to the tempo of at the Coliseum. When Amos Alonzo
the play. Mr. Farey also announces Stagg came onto the field, the entire
that season tickets to the Little The group assembled arose to honor the
atre are on sale at the Comptroller's "Grand Old Man" of football. Be
Office in the Administration Build tween halves, card tricks done by the
ing. They can be put on students' U. S. C. rooting section compli
bills, and may be secured for the new mented the Bengal coach. Other
price of $3 for the season of five spectacular stunts added color to the
day.
plays.

The national Pi Kappa subject, re
ceived recently by debate manager
Louis Sandine, is stated as follows:
"Resolved: that the National Labor
Public acknowledgement of BerRelations Board should be empow
nyce Campbell as winner of the Pa
ered to enforce arbitration of all in
cific Student Association Seal Con
dustrial disputes."
*
test, occupied a portion of the Sep
tember 30 Assembly with Associa
RADIO DEBATE
This question will be discussed in tion President Louis Sandine officiat
a radio debate over station KGDM ing in the awarding of the prize and
Tuesday at 1:15. Louis Sandine and display of the winning design.
Erwin Farley, men's debate varsity
Miss Campbell was announced as
"The Tents of the Arabs" will be
of last year, will meet for the first having submitted the outstanding de
presented
in the Studio Theatre, Oc
time the new women's team of Doris sign on Tuesday by Dick Eaton,
tober 18," 21, 22. Tickets will be
Hancock and Marie Nichols.
Seal Campaign Manager, following 25 cents.
the decision of the judges, the
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
The women's debate team of Doris P. S. A. Executive Committee.
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Pacific Little Theatre will be the
campus' busiest place for the next
few weeks. Two plays are in re
hearsal and the production schedule
of both the Pacific Little Theatre
and the Studio Theatre has been
announced.

TESTING PLAYS

Fraternities, sororities, Mano,r
Hall, the Coop House, Men's Dorm,
and Women's Dorm, will be invited
to participate in the tournament.
Students living in town or boarding
off the campus, are to be given op
portunities to form teams.
The sponsors of the tournament
hope that a spirit of rivalry may lead
living groups to select and train their
best speakers for service here. This
is to be the first opportunity for
new students to get actual debate and
speaking experience. A round robin
schedule will be arranged, with two
defeats meaning elimination for any
team.

Student Body Urged to
Contribute

Production Schedules
Being Drawn

By GREGG PHIFER

*°*8'

Community Chest Drive Opens Broadcasts
Next Week
To Begin

Rehearsa
Starts On
New Play

First Radio Debate of Season
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Camera Contest

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, October I, 1937

Intramural Tournament
Begins Forensic Year

> LOs

EEKLY

Get Your S n a p s
Of Campus In

Those news papers handling
C. 0. P. publicity were represented
by A1 Wesson, director of athletic
news releases for U. S. C.; Braven
Dyer, sports editor of the L. A.
Times; George Times, sports writer
of the L. A. Herald-Express; Max
well Stiles, sports writer of the Ex
aminer, and Sid Ziff, sports editor
of the Herald.

Registration Tops
Former Records
Total registration in the College of
the Pacific and the Stockton Junior
College to date is over 1375.students,
with an increase of about ninety stu
dents in J. C. and thirty in C. O. P.
Students from the Sair Joaquin
County comprise forty-nine percent
of the 375 enrolled in the senior col
lege.
Sixteen come front' states
other than California, while two are
from foreign countries. Forty-two
percent of those registered are men.
Many administrators and teachers
in schools throughout the county are
enrolled in the late afternoon, eve
ning and Saturday morning classes
working toward advanced degrees
and credentials. Of these, twentyseven are from out of town and 34
represent the Stockton schools.
In the Junior College 40 counties
and six states are represented. Six
students from Hawaii are registered
here.

Professors Visit
Ghost Towns
Representatives from Pacific to the
meeting of the Sacramento section of
the American Chemical Society held
Saturday evening, September 25th
,
*
. xxt 11
m Reno Nevada, were Dr. A Waldo,
Professor Jonte and Haworth Jonte.
The topic under discussion at the
meeting was experiments on Elec
trolitic Manganese made by the U.
S. Bureau of Mines.
During the trips to and from Reno
ex
ajptucuuciia,
the trio
collected tiuuutat
mineral specimens,
visited the Virginia City Gold Hill

andJ various old
towns.

Don't Forget
Your
Candid Shots
Although several contributions have
already been received by the WEEK
LY, not enough have been turned in
to make it possible for the first judg
ing in the Candid Camera Contest.
In addition to having the winning
photo published, passes to the Sierra
Theatre will be given to the winning
student. There is no-limit as to the
number of pictures that may be sub
mitted by one person.
The snapshots should be of interest
to everyone. They can include snaps
of students, the faculty, or scenes
concerning the College of the Pacific.
Judges for the contest are Clarence
Compton
and
Richard
Riddell.
Photos will be judged by their choice
of subject and interest to students,
clearness, and general appearance.

Monday
Radio Class Plans
Future Programs

Final Executive Committee Budget
Accepted by Mr. O. H. Ritter

EDITOR

Naranjado Staff
Prepares For
Yearbook
Plans For Coming
Year Discussed

Graduates Find
Work Through

Placement Staff

Of Pacific Chapel

"Spirit of
the theme
ui College"
^uuege was ine
uieme
the Chapel program last Tuesday.
This program was under the direction of the S. C. A. Chapel Committee of which Mary Lomprey is chair
man.
Recitations on the Spirit of College were presented by Verna Dunsieui Bill Workman, Margaret Han
stan,
son, Kenneth Farr, and Rachel
California ghost Forbes. Ed Lyons sang "The Pfl
grims."

"Naranjado" To Be Given
Free This Coming Year

Provision for the free distribution of the Naranjado to all holders of
A new season for Pacific radio
broadcasts will start next Monday student body cards was approved by the executive committee. The budget
afternoon and will include a greator was tentatively approved at the meeting of the Executive Committee last
variety of programs than has ever Monday at 8:00 o'clock.
before been possible.
Issuance of around 1200 Naranjados at no further expense to members
Under the direction of John Crabof the Pacific Student Association
be, members of- the radio class will
was the major addition in this year's
conceive ideas for and plan the pro
budget over that for last year. When
grams which will be heard over sta
submitted by President Louis San
tion K. G. D. M.
dine, the budget received the official
approval of Comptroller O. H. Ritter.
On Monday from three-thirty until
three forty-five, Collegiate High
CAMPAIGN PROMISE
lights, a program of news items
During last year's campaign for
similar to that given last semester by
student body offices, the issuance
Georg Meyers will be presented.
of the yearbook free to all stu
Tuesday at one forty-five Pacific
dent body members was given by
Symposium, a series of debates on
Sandine as one of the major
topics of local interest, will be heard.
planks of his platform. Having
The Pacific Musicale, a varied pro
the approval of Comptroller Rit
gram of musical numbers by con-1
ter from the first, this has just
servatory students will be given Wed
been put into operation.
nesdays at three-thirty. Thursday's
BUDGET ITEMS
broadcast will come at one forty-five
Other activities supported by the
and will be a continuation of last
Pacific Student Association include
years Pacific Varieties. This semes
the Student Employment Bureau, the
ter s Varieties will be a bigger and
A Capella Choir, and the Pacific
better show, according to John CrabWEEKLY, whose appropriation was
be, and will have several new attrac
increased this year due to increased
tions. On Friday from one-fifteen
publishing expense.
The Bengal
until one-thirty, Dr. Knoles will again I
Daily Bulletin, financed by the stu
present his World Today broadcast,
dent body, will be started Monday
which is starting its seventh year.
with an editor to be announced then.
Although the programs are being
The appropriations for the A. W.
planned by the radio class, all stu
S., the S. C. A., the Rally and Social
dents are invited to participate and
Committees, Forensics, Board of
anyone interested is asked to leave
Athletic Control, Frosh Handbook,
his name, address and telephone
and the general fund were approxi
number at the information office.
Auditions will be held "as soon as Francis Finney announces that mately the same as last year. The
this year's NARANJADO will be new band uniforms (when and if as
possible.
free, as suggested by Louis Sand- some were heard to remark) will be
dine in his platform during last paid for by funds held over from
spring's election.
last year.

Francis Finney presided at the
first meeting of the Naranjado staff
held last Tuesday evening at 7:00
at Gould's Restaurant. Plans were
discussed for the preparation of a
Naranjado which would measure up
to the standards set by former issues
of the yearbook.
"If everyone gets ideas and we
work out a general plan together,
we will have a swell yearbook." Thus
Francis Finney, editor-in-chief of the
1938 Naranjado admonished his news
staff. The next staff meeting to
be held Wednesday, at 4:00 in the
Weekly office, will be used for the
designation of assignments and the
Additional placements of College official announcement of the staff.
of the Pacific graduates in the field
Glenn Park Wilson, editor of the
of teaching was reported by Robert 1937 Naranjado, gave advice to
Burns, placement secretary. Seventy- "hurry up the copy. If you on the
five Pacific graduates have obtained staff do that, everything will be
positions in high school or elemen rosy for all concerned."
tary fields.
Among those who attended the
"This is the highest percentage staff meeting were Clarence Comp
placed in jobs within recent years. ton, R. M. Rosensteel, Inez Morgan,
One-hundred percent placement in Eric Woods, Ralph Depuy, Patricia
the elementary field and eighty-five Roberts, Park Wilson, Fred Boyes,
percent in the high school field is the Howard Lewis, Gregg Phifer, Fran
record this year," reported Mr. ces Finney, Jane Kingdon, Bill Beck
Burns.
er, Hertha Rausch, and Ema Ruth
Fifteen graduates who were not Gillette.
announced as being placed in teach
ing positions in the first issue of the
Weekly are Ernest Lundeen, Vallejo
High School; Lawrence Littleton, P a c i f i c G o l f B u g s
Gait Union High School; Lucille
McGlashen, Gustine High School; Plan Organization
Leonard McKaig, Bakersfield Junior
Ample proof was given that Pa
College; Klyne Headley, Palo Alto
High School; Ernest Pofetti, Ripon cific has good material for a golf
High School; Vernon Hurd, David team when Ed Monaghan won the
Starr Jordan Junior High School, Stockton Record championship flight
Palo Alto, California; Thomas Stev for the second time, and Richard
ens, laft High School and Junior Dick won the first fight of the same
College.
tournament. Dick also took, fifth
Francis Reimers, principal, Gait place in the hole-in-one tournament
Elementary School; Inez Sheldon, held at the Stockton Golf and Coun
Fillmore Elementary School; John try Club.
No matches have been arranged
Allan, principal, Sonoma County Ele
mentary School; Madeline Jory, yet, but Junior College golfers plan
Grant Union High School, North to meet with Bob Wright in the near
Sacramento; Arthur Kincaid, Janes future to arrange games and discuss
Elementary School, Areata; Grace Plans- Considerable interest is be
Olney, San Joaquin County Elemen ing taken in golf this year by many
tary Schools, Marjorie Ulrici, Lin Junior College students who are en
rolled in the golf class. For a be
coin School, Salinis.
ginner with few weeks playing ex
perience Monte Ray looks like a
natural. Carl Moore, Monte's play
College Spirit Theme
mate, does equally, well, although he
has trouble with his short game.

0f
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y.M.C.A. Committee
Holds Meet
Executive Committee of the field
counsel of Student Y. M. C. A.'s of
the Pacific Southwest met at Cam
bria Pines north of San Luis Obispo.
With .them met the field council for
the Asilomar area.
Florence Sato was head of the
women's council, but Mary Galton

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Members of the Executive Com
mittee of the Pacific Student As
sociation include President Louis
Sandine, Vice-president J a n e
Kingdon, Secretary Ann Blundell,
Treasurer Roy Cencirulo, Chair
man of Publications Tom Rippey,
Yell Leader Ed Yeland, and Members-at-large Bobbin Gay • Peck,
Erwin Farley, Dick Eaton, Mick
Parsons, and Vincent Peck.

Pacific Pants
For Pants
By JEAN WALCOTT
Pity poor Pacific's Band,
It doesn't stand a chance;
Every place it has to go
It goes without its pants.

NEXT MEETING
At the next meeting of the Execu
tive Committee the newly elected
class, presidents will automatically
become members of the committee.
This provision is included in the P.
S. A. Constitution.

On the field or in the street,
The public turns to glance,
At shirt tails waving in the
breeze
Which wave for lack of pants.
Alas, Alack the pants won't
come,
Still Gordon raves and rants;
Although he shuns publicity,
He sure would like some pants.

j

Menuhin Returns
In Concert
Returning after a two year absence
from public performances, Yehudi
Menuhin, concert violinist, will be
heard next Tuesday evening, October
5, at the Civic Auditorium in Sac
ramento.
Menuhin has appeared in San
Francisco and Oakland during this
week and will leave immediately
after his Sacramento performance
for an extended tour of the United
States and Europe.
Anyone planning to drive up to
the concert and having room for ad
ditional passengers is asked to get
in touch with Mr. Elliot as several
students are looking for means of
transportation to and from the per
formance.
Tickets may be purchased in Sac
ramento at "Ye Music Shoppe".

Poetry Club To Hear
Miss Galyard
Dr. Fred L. Farley, at the first
meeting of the Stockton Poetry Club
in Anderson Hall, last Thursday, an
nounced that, since all members must
submit at least one poem each meet
ing, those interested should, if pos
sible, send in their poems at least a
week before the next meeting, which
will be at 8:00 o'clock, October 21,
at Anderson Hall. At this meeting
election of officers will be held, and
Miss Mildred Galyardt will read a
paper on "Emerson as a Poet."
Poems submitted monthly will be
judged by Dr. Farley, and the best
one will be read at each meeting.
Those who are interested, however,
but have none of their writings with
them, may attend their first meeting
without contributing.

Alumni Hold
L. A. Meet
Fifty-four people were present at
the Los Angeles Alumni Club din
ner in Los Angeles on Friday, Sep
tember 24, preceding the PacificUniversity of Southern California
football game.
Twenty Pacific graduates of 1870
to 1912 were the honored guests at
the tea the following Sunday at
which seventy alumni were present.
During the week-end, graduates un
able to come to the tea because of
advanced age were called upon by
president Tully C. Knoles and Robert
Burns, alumni secretary.
Because the pictures and old cop
ies of the Pacific Weekly brought
to th tea excited so much interest,
the alumni groups have made one of
their objectives the collection of all
such items of historical interest
since the founding of the college in
San Jose.
The San Francisco Alumni have
planned a pre-homecoming dinner
for Tuesday, October 26, at the First
Methodist Church, 1600 Clay Street,
San Francisco. Reverend Fred
Busher, president, is in charge.
This same group met at a San
Francisco court on Saturday after
noon, September 25 to listen to the
C. O. P.-U. S. C. game followed
by a picnic supper.

Dennis Participates
In Radio Program
C. M. Dennis, former dean of the
College of the Pacific Conservatory,
is to participate in the "New World"
broadcast heard over KGO from 9:30
to 10:00. The California Teachers'
Association is sponsoring the pro
gram.
Last Monday Dean Dennis was
heard in a program called "Music
in the Schools". Accompanying his
talk was a continuity by a string
ensemble. Dean Dennis is now direc
tor of music in the San Francisco
schools.

acted as substitute. Clarence Comp
ton and Dr. Harold Jacoby are on
the Executive Committee.
Business considered was largely
routine. The only significant part
1 here will be a meeting of the
was the joint nature of the meeting, Publications Committee next Tues
presaging, according to informed
day morning immediately following
sources, closer cooperation between chapel. Everyone must be present
the groups.
to discuss important business.

Publications Meeting

PACIFIC WEEKLY
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The Rotary Convention at Nice
brought together perhaps ?«h
and Rotarians and then families
from a great majority of the nations
of the world. The opening cere
monies were very colorful. Prest
dent LeBrun and the Minister of
Foreign Affairs of France were gtven
military welcome and salute bY
city of Nice, and President LeBrun
opened the Convention. It is custo
By BOBBIN GAY
mary in France for the guest ot
honor to preside, so it was an un
Rehearsals are 011 again with the usual experience for the American
"Excursion" cast getting ready to sai to have our American President of
to a gala opening of the 14th season Rotary International introduced y
of the Pacific Little Theatre on Oct the President of France, who does
ober 28, 29, and 30. What a gang not belong to the organization
When the French President was
they are—30 in number—with old
escorted to the platform, the Muni
hands and several new additions.
Let's run over the list and in cipal Band of Nice played most in
te
troduce some of them to you. spiringly the Marseillaise.
Bob Eley is already well known dress of the President was very com
to all of you theatre fans, and, as plimentary of Rotary, as was the
we've mentioned before, he s play address of the Foreign Minister
ing Captain Obadiah of the Coney Yvon Delbos. Each of them stressed
Island excursion ship, S. S. Hap their hopes of world peace.
The language problem at Nice was
piness. Hubie White, despite his
original playwriting ideas, always solved by having every address to
turns in excellent performances be delivered written and printed 111
and is well remembered for his several languages and ready for dis
work in Yellow Jack and Merry tribution at the entrance of the LaWives of Winsor. This time Hu sino before each session.
bie is cast as Obadiah's brother,
(To be continued)
U

Pacific's school songs.

i
irrssrs^=T-=-»
the singing of the school hymn it's a good concluston.

Watch your neighbor the next time "Get The Old Cheers
next word isn't it?

It's a real effort for lum to guess

Or is he just humming the tune.

Of course we have the few who know all the school songs and
yells

.low teams wherever they go and generally give fine sup-

^ Then there's the type that sticks around just because
the thing to do-this type doesn't know the first t tug a ou
veils or anything pertaining to those things connected w t t t h e
So
are even so blase, poor souls, as to think the enthustasm connected

popular conception of traditions.

Others just don t care.

with a little vocalization is too plebian, too much of a throwback
caveman days.

Those types are found everywhere.

But why can't Pacific be just a bit different from the general
run of schools?

Why can't everyone learn the songs and yells.

This editorial probably won't make you go out to learn your
hymn-the paper can urge, cheerleaders can exhort, officials ca
• deem it wise", but if the individual hasn't the interest, the spirit,
and the will to learn and support, he won't show his spirit,
a spirit, or, if you'll pardon the phrase, an esp.rt de corps that goes
along with a live student group.

Does Pacific show any of that feeling?
now, to find out.

Spirit is forming, too.
made a fine showing.

u* u 4-Via. WFFKT Y is running on its editorial pages in no waY re
These eu.s represent mere.y
on everyday co.tege

It's a good time, right

Pacificites who made the trip to L. A.

life, as we have it at Pacific.

Let's hope that spirit keeps on growing.

The Keyhole

ENTHUSIASTIC PARTICIPATION IN
FORENSIC
activities has long been a tradition on the Pacific campus. Although
only one national championship has ben brought back by Pacific
contestants, many other tournaments have seen teams represent
ing the College of the Pacific in the forefront at the final gong.
Dr. Roy C. McCall, formerly of Whitman College in Walla
Walla, Washington, directed last year one of the largest programs

isms

WORLD

We stagger, we reel, we ache and
we totter—Yeah! We were on the
Pacific Special. It's true that the
ole' Tiger only squeaked in the Colosium—but Eee ! Gad! how he roared
en route. We were all one happy
family—full of the best of spirits.
Hour after hour we dashed from
engine to observation—always care
ful not to step on those poor souls
whom the mad pace had beaten to
the carpet. Yes, we confess that
morning found us a wee mite tuck
ered; but we picked ourselves from
the debris—dashed a little water on
the things we used for eyes, told
everybody how swell we felt, and
limped off to breakfast.
What a night!

Down from the train at the
practice fields
greeiiglawns ^
Exuberant Stagg m

Jonathan—Shay Barnett, another
veteran of the stage, will be with
us as Mrs. Fitchel— a Jewish
lady, who as yet is without a
husband but we're sure heaven or
Marc will provide before the next
rehearsal. Nelda Ormiston in the
LJ
role of Mrs. Beasling—the ever
changing mother of Marie and
Mike should be a riot. Mike, by
the way, is beipg played by Jess
Gidley who bears a striking re
Thirty thousand people, two hunsemblance to
— his
— stage
—=- mother.
,, , idred college stewdents, twenty-two]
Pat Millberry as the dizzy blonde I
down there on that field fight
say, when are you going to bleach|.
o
h—^
(well,
jf_
u
An eleven of
their
earts out c„
it Pat?—is already giving thecast them were) to satisfy the milling
a fit of hysterics, while Forrest Darby throng, an inspiring band, and all in
as Stevens crooning "Holy, Holy, I
& perfect football picture—that
Holy," isn't doing so bad himself. 1 ^
Angeles—but how was the
Faye Lovegren is getting a much de- Pacific campus during the above
served break. She did some mighty I me^ntime ? Let's take a look,
fine work on costumes las^e^ aH -Twas the weekend of the twentywe re glad to see her name on the
College of Pacific campus
c„, «* B," what
hour. This place

not

CINAMIKE

P

is

j^aCfrom

FreSshllfyet

unmolested
Charge the thrice leven

Out on the field

they

romped,

Tige'rroftige'rs be-seeking
But, hidden' h'was midst hard
foreign soil,
So—"Blood

!" cried the bold

'leven!
Soon blew the whistle ot ref
eree stern
Charged the two teams like
beasts o'er the preY
Jowls all a-drip with the froth
of the fray—
Ah, our proud 'leven .

Fate turned the tide of the ma
jor attack
Elusive the pigskin—a shifty
Score 'pon score bogged the
fighting "Tigs" down
Woe ! Our poor 'leven !
What ill omen did fight 'gainst
the team
Why, brave Stagg-men, do
you not produce steam
Can'st n'er give an answer to
our ardent please?
Moaned the "Two hundred" !

EcJqaP Eqbert

Faye" and Howard Thurston, who
play Mrs Loschavio and Red Magoon respectively but not respectably,
Le
exacS what you'd call luke

s

TEAM!

B

It's an urge.

A new year with things in the formative stage.

§lioolc

Improvizations

It's a love for what the school

stands for and the group in the school itself.

'

At the close of the Assembly at
Montreux Mrs. Knoles and I jour
neyed to Nice by special train, i
journey took about fourteen hours
and carried us through Northern

It's no. »

something that needs serio.ts constderatton.

Corner Box
RUMBLINGS
H

SNOiBS'

By TULLY C. KNOLES

•

editorials in the WEEKLY attempt to
of comment on campus dotngs, but "gM

Ringing" is attempted.
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when you come right down to it.
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PAGE
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was so bare and deserted that someone took a shot at Clyde King as he
was opening up his barber shop,
thinking he was a burglar (They

Out of the huddle of spent
Tiger men
Came a faint
pleading,
forlorn!
"Where, oh where" wailed the
bleak tiger Ten
(either poetic license or
perhaps a "sub" was be
ing made)
Are the band members?

cry—

Down from the S. C. stands,
blaring with awful roar
Crashed the hedta knell of
the brave fighting staggs
For shame and for suits, sob
bed Pacificites all
We need our "one hundred"
(p. 1. again, or sompin')

t i g e r
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g
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By LEE FITTING
her
Clair TatM a "loTer
* play aecotnr. ot the game.||
What a life!!! Well at least we
he Pacific stage Clair is Richard, After ten or fifteen minutes we f.nRALPH DE PUY
Besides competing in the Pacific Senior College and Junior College
think so. It seems that this column
the son of the owner of the boat, and ally discovered that we were listening
keeps us so busy listening to the ra
Stockton, Calif.
Tournaments, teams entered the Linfield Invitational and the
i •
t aa h\c cictpr is Margie I to the announcer from the Coliseum, Now is the time when something
_
dio
and
seeing
the
new
shows
that
September 25.
playing Lee, his' s»terspite of getting associated with the has to be said, and however poorly
Sacfa I i
Western Association Teachers of Speech Tournaments. Other Mister Heason Bale House S. F.
we just haven't any time for our Mainard, a -ransfcr
gas he was dishing out. The kickoff, U may be said if it attains its goal
studies, (and are the professors Tl mL™ and Max Gobel a couple of plays and then silence- its quality can be excused. Alter
projects included the national tour, numerous service club debates, Dear Fren :
finding it out. Who ever said they
I get pump witch i by from you alare
aEo
m a S t h e i r first
e n t r a n c e my
little radio suddenly stopped |last week s game, the ranks of the
and many single debates with other colleges and universities.
ar
0
g
were absent minded?)
rite, but why for gosh sake you doan
^ITD
chattering;
my
little
radio is such I skeptics are undoubtedly increased,
C
lldllcl nig f
k
iiy
iiiiivS
Well, grab your hats because
s
1 a Pacifite
t>„ -r;. and
„a u~A
rpntpr^rl There
There still
still remain
those who
ever!
had ;*e
its heart centered
remain those
who are
are ever
Looking into the future, Dr. McCall's intention this week is to sen me no handle, wats the use of NOTES FROM OUR
and should do things this year.
we're
off
to
the
best
show
in
town,
on a Pacific victory but when that hopeful, but hope is not what we
pump when she no has no handle— LITTLE BLACK BOOK
Julian Ellis, the one who is usually
broaden the program in both scope and variety. This extension
lose to me my customer sure thing
She's plenty cute Howie—and you (or so the press notice reads) to see pounding nails and building sets, first touchdown was made it was need, it's the spirit. The student
"One
Hundred
Men
and
A
Girl."
made necessary by the incerasing demands of the growing student you doan treet me rite—is my money were a gentleman—'course we didn't The men don't count, but look for is stepping into the footlights in too much for the little thing and so body is back of the team, or it should
she not so good as the other fellows. follow you to Long Beach. . .We
into eternity passed my little four- be. When the yell leaders say "Don't
body, will take the form of increasing the number and kind of I wate 10 days and my customer he don't know why you're going to the girl who hits the high spots. this first show too. Jean Smith is tuber, dying of Schindlerosis. Turn- let the team down" the thoughts
Don't get us wrong, we refer to her all set to go places as Martha—a
activities on the forensic program. The College of the Pacific hollor like hell for water—you know school Bud Doyle—you belong in singing—Look for the Old Maestro— typical New York shop girl. Janet ing on another radio, we were soon back in the minds of the rooters are
he is hot summer now and the wind Monte Carlo. . . Ernies to the right
back listening to the game, although probably like these. Well, the team
will be entered in all tournaments that funds will allow, while he no blow the mill, the pump she Ernies to the left, huh Delphine? not Ben Bernie, even though he wins Cole of Peter Pan fame is coming sometimes it sounded like the main is letting us down; why should we
back
as
an
old
maid—wow,
the
has got no handle, so wats the hell . . . Wow! Fanny H. some variety. our vote, but the great Stokowski,
service debates and single engagements with other schools will
summer sure did something to her. event at Indianapolis Speedway. Boy, exert ourselves? The team was not
I goan a do, you doan sen me no . . . Say, Vince Peck, your upper who has a symphonic movement of
Orville Fletcher, Dan Looney, was that announcr awful—he must letting the rooters down, it never lets
also see an increase. Variety will be furnished by the policy of handel pretty quick i sen her back looked like the "berth of a nation." . . the upper limbs.
For all you music majors, it is Bud Myers, and Ken Stowell com have been an Italian Eskimo (You down whether there are rooters or
i goan order some pump from Krafte Shay, Barnett, whash doin'? (?) . . .
questions — Italian not. Spirit in the school should work
discussing a great number of topics, perhaps on a wekly radio
equal
to any $2.50 concert you can plete the list—so, it's quite a cast know—"Eskimo
companee.
General Motors wants you, Sturrock
no lies")._
just as an army works. The team
and
one
that
is
capable
of
giving
see.
Personally
we're
starting
a
sav
Your truly from
for their newest example of Buick's
program.
The game was over soon, thank 's m t'le front trenches, yes. But we
a splendid show.
ing
account
right
now
!!!
Antona Scalmonica Dustra.
stamina and endurance. . . . Sur
goodness, and the old saying "Life are back of them and if the enemy
Adolph Menjou is cast as a downDuring the last scholastic year, intensive participation in both
Since i rite these i fine the dam prised at your engagement, Darby?
111 back, they have to push
Too bad that Jane Kingdon and begins at Forty to Nothing" was I pushes them
at-the
HEEL
trombone
player.
Poor
handle in this box so excoose to me.
. Lois, is your name still "Gran
the oratory and extemporaneous speaking divisions of forensic
Henry Hobson have work that takes ringing in our ears so in closing- us back too. If we won't he pushed
Adolph,
and
to
think
he
wanted
a
20
ny?" . . . Some telegram, Buzz. .
back, why there we are. Feeling
them away from Little Theatre re "San Jose can U. C."
activity had its inception. These forms of forensic activity give
The Rhizites will roar with Des percent discount on his income tax,
Generosity
should be high for next Friday's
because he said his clothes were his hearsals. Both of them are worthy
monds.
.
.
Some
fun,
eh,
BlaufAngus MacPherson, New York's
opportunity, both in intercollegiate and intramural contests, for
game. It will be high if the students
livelihood. Alice Brady and Mischa of some mighty fine work and we'll
biggest undertaker, went home to fuss?
on this campus are loyal Bengals.
Auer, as usual, almost steal the pic miss seeing them around the stage
large number of speakers.
Scotland on a visit. The little old
ture, but Durbin sneaks up on 'em these next few months.
We must and will have the spirit
town was unchanged and the people READY, WILLING,
with a right end run and scores a
that fights
until the last second.
This year's program includes the second annual Pacific Junior honored Angus with a banquet. In AND CENSORED
Wanted — for Studio Theatre
touchdown. Recommended for
Truly it is "the Spirit that quickenth"]
College Tournament and the Northern California J. C. Associa appreciation, he got up and said:
Milberry, do uniforms always af music lovers, but for plain movie shows—males of all sizes, kinds,
so let's show that we have the spirit
"Ladies and Gentlemen, I want to do fect you that way? We send an or goers, don't go unless you want to and descriptions. If any of you
and the right spirit that has the only
tion competition at least in extemporaneous speaking.
These someone in this fine community an
chid to that conductor, if he has re see the latest Mickey Mouse.
fellows have a yearning to do a
correct attitude : "Let's win •"
should provide competitive experience for many of the younger and honor. There is only one thing I gained enuf strength to accept it.
Once upon a time as all good tales
Radiorchids: Listen to the best little performing, come around
myself do well. That is to bury
relatively inexperienced speakers, i he national tournament in people. The MacPherson service is Jack Harrell was so surprised when half hour on the radio, for this next Wednesday night at 8:00 so begin, a young woman lived in a
How about re-organizing the Larhis gal said "Boo," he fell out of week. The Chesterfield hour on Fri that the directing class can have college town. Now this good gal,
Topeka, Kansas, dual debates ,and tournaments at Linfield in known all over the world for its the wintow.
It was that organization
day night—Alice Faye can have that a look. Remember there are eleven tried and true, (ask any one of five ropers?
February and at Redlands in April will keep the more exper thoroughness. Listen, I am going to Lou Morrill is convinced that he time from us anytime she wants to— studio plays this year so avail suitors) finally yielded to connubial that deserves the credit for the swell
give a free and complete first rate wasn't in wrong—nevertheless, a
try truckin' on down to Hal Kemp yourselves of the opportunity to affairs (marriage). A year went by spirit last year, and together with the
ienced busy.
burial to the first person in this town coca-cola bottle hit its mark.
and his orchestra. Between Faye get some good experience.
and nothing happened. People began Larropettcs there is no reason why
A fair amount of ability and an overpowering desire to learn who dies." Then he sat down and
Collins, it's unfortunate your and Kemp, you really have one swell
they couldn't repeat this year. The
to talk.
everyone went home. That night,
are the primary necessities for the beginner in forensics. The thirty Scotchmen committed suicide. name isn't "Tom," it would in program.
Now in all of the excitement about
And then one day a year or two A whole town expects a bum season
crease your votes.
On Monday nights when the urge "Excursion", don't forget that "The P. T. (after people talked) a son was from the College of the Pacific this
season begins soon, watch the WEEKLY and begin with the
Barbara "Charlie Chan" Owen to listen is stronger than your ap
Tents of the Arabs" is opening down born. His father thought he should year, and it is up to the Pacific
NONCHALANCE
should learn that charity begins at petite try listening to the Lux Radio
season!
Student Association to show them
stairs on October 18. Student Direc
-G. P.
The roadster skidded around the home.
where they are wrong. The team
Theatre, between six and seven. It's tor Mona Belle Hench is already
Seville was tired of the train, so the tops for complete drama pro
corner, jumped into the air, knocked
should not be expected to fight for a
getting gray hairs what with sets to
down a lamp post, smacked three he took a ride in a taxi while in grams—Listen for "Buck" Benny's design, rehearsals to call, prompt
rooting section that sounds like gram
cars, ran against a stone fence, and Fresno.
return to the air Sunday at 8:30;
mar school whispering yell.
How
That black derby made you look that's the best treat the air will have books to make, lights to plot—and all PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY about it Rally Committee?
then stopped. A girl climbed out of
Let's
else
that
goes
into
the
making
of
a
DURING
THE
COLLEGE
YEAR
the wreck. "Darling," she exclaimed awfully pale, Gordie.
this winter.
well done show.
Just remember BY THE PACIFIC STUDENT get things rolling and form a bigger
"Integrating experiences" is a favorite phrase with modern "that's what I call a kiss."
Patty H., is it a Star or a foot
In case you're interested—The Ritz Mona Belle, we have it before us
and better Larropers section!
ASSOCIATION
ball player?
educators. Merely repeating the high flown language means little BATTING .000
Brothers come to the California Sun
Hey, fellows, did you all meet the day in "Life Begins In College." too, so will all probably have wrinkles
How did you do with that Mil
if the college student doesn't put it into action. Experiences lionaire's daughter?
have a career; his mother thought
farmer's daughter, Mary Margaret? (Does it? we've yet to find out.) before the year is out.
FOR RATES ON ADVERTISING he should get married.
gained at work, at play, and in contact with one's fellow students
Terrible—no runs, no hits, no heir
See "Tonight at Eight Thirty," if
WRITE OR SEE MANAGER
HAGGIN GALLERIES
1 he years passed on and strange
ess.
should be so blended as to enrich life.
you can—it's one of the best. Listen
IN APPRECIATION
ANNOUNCE EXHIBIT
as it may seem the boy grew up.
for
"That's
Why
The
Lady
Is
A
Thanks, Edgar, but we can't tell
In All-College Chapel can be found a part of the college ex ODDITIES IN THE NEWS
Earl Rowland, director of Haggin Acceptance for mailing at special (ompanionship with his mother and
Tramp"—a catchy tune.
rate of postage provided for in Sec other members of the fairer(?) sex
what we use your column for.
See "Back In Circulation," it's the Galleries announces for October a
periences too often lacking in Mr. Average Student's program.
The Keyhole writers have left
showing of Currier and Ives prints, tion 1103 October 3, 1917, authorized gave him "companionate" ideas. He
tops—with
a
large
cast
including
themselves
open
for
some
real
scan
While we exercise for our physical health, and read and study
October 24, 1924.
too preferred marriage to a career.
beauticious Margaret Lindsay, Joan oil paintings by Clarence Hinkle, and
dal. Maybe it is not an oddity but
for our mental health, what our preachers call "spiritual values" when a scandal writer (or writers)
Miss Mary Bay, former vice-presi Blondell, (chubby but cute!) sharp drawings and prints by three Port
Now bis mother still in opposition to
are oftentimes neglected.
Enteretd as second-class matter Octo bis father decided that college offer
takes in L. A. like they did, it is dent of the Pacific Student Associa speaker Pat O'Brien (remember the land Artists.
news. How about it S. and F. L. tion, was a visitor on the campus last U. S. C. game, gang.) Swell enter
A print room has been opened on ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at ed greater opportunity for a "rnonied
Here is a part of college life which even the local churches (I won't expose them yea, but one
tainment
for
a
light
evening.
(We
the
lower floor
for exhibitions of Stockton, California, under the Act marriage" than did the unlimited
week. Miss Bay, last year's presi
field outside. And—even though the
of March 3, 1879.
can't supply. The midweek chapel service is designed by youth of them has pot yet learned that the dent of Epsilon Lambda Sigma, is still think Joan Blondell is chubby.) prints, drawings, watercolors and
father s no was loud enough to
Well that is enough slander for small sculptures. Many exhibit cases
for youth. It is your opportunity. Chapel needs you and you Oldsmobile sometimes gets a flat teaching in the elementary school
be heard round the college town an<|
tire.)
this week—off to meet the dead line. have been re-arranged; many objects
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1 50
need Chapel!—G. P.
at Lodi.
even though other fathers opposed
So long.
added to those on display.
A YEAR.
other mothers—Freshmen There Are.

of forensic activity undertaken by the College of the Pacific.

n

hoth
both fTllow
fello have"lots of (Sent

Freshman

Rhapsody
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GOOM-BYE
Bob Peckler and Bob Bastian are
planning to leave around October
first for Mexico. Bon Voyage, Bobs,
and the very best of luck.
OVERHEARD ON THE
"SPECIAL"
"Have a drink?"
"1 beg your pardon. I'm a Rhizite'i.
"Pardon me, here's the bottle."
THEY DON'T LIVE HERE
ANY MORE

jER

the

fields
visa

as Wit

Rhoda Montgomery, Joyce Law
rence, and Mary Jean Lowell, all
former I acificites, are now attend
ing San Francisco State
SWISH! SWISH!
Remember, girls, buy your pompons for the games—and don't for
get to use them. (Fooled you, R.
DP.)

"•optd,
aeeking

1st hard
<te bold

SURPRISE ! 1 !
When playful Jack O'Neill had the
engagement of Forrest Darby and
Maryly Lyons announced at the Palomar in Los Angeles, that couple
were just as surprised as were their
many friends.
HEPPY BERTHDAY TO YOU
The "Special" served as birthday
excursions for Harrie Dean Woolley
and Ed "Tinker" Seville, who both
celebrated on Sunday.
BACK AGAIN
The Colesium held many Pacific
grads and former studes, some of
whom are living in the South, but
others made the trip especially for
the game. They were very welcome.
FARMERS?
Saturday morn, the "Spesh" dining
car held slight (oh, very) resemblence to a ripe tomato patch. (Did
n't we?)
WEREN'T THEY?
The bathtubs at the Biltmore were
evidently built for the original Singer
midgets. One had to be an accordion
to get in all at once.
TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
LESSON (FOR MEN ONLY)
If they look young—they're old
If they look old—they're young
If they look back—For Pete's sake,
follow 'em.

°f ref.

"ns like
fie froth

|
tfie maa shifty

(Ked the
down
en I

lit 'gainst

•men, do

f steam
nswer to

SC f

itindrcd"!
of

spent

pleading,

vailed the

iccnse or
was beicrs ?

Lesley MacLerie
Tells Troth

Li. stands,
vv fill roil"
knell of
ing staggs
suits, soball
hundred"
r so'mpin')
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Alpha Thete President
Tells of Troth
Of great interest to many on the
Pacific campus is the formal an
nouncement of the engagement of
Miss Marie Crummey to Mr. Robert
Foster of Long Beach, California.
The date for th_e wedding has been
set for some time during the next

College Rainbow
Girls Meet
Rainbow Girls attending college
will hold a meeting Wednesday, Oct.
6, at 4:00 o'clock in Anderson Hall.
As a result of the election last Mon
day evening, Betty Dixon was elected
president and Barbara Foster was
elected secretary. Ruberta Demmon,
past Grand Worthy Adviser, presided
as president. Miss Mae Shaw is
club sponsor. A publicity manager
will be elected, and a name will be
chosen for the organization at the
coming meeting to which all Rain
bow girls are invited.

summer. Miss Crummey is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Crummey
of San Jose. She is also a graduate
of the College of the Pacific. While
she attended she was the president of
Alpha Theta Tau sorority.

:AG

New Faculty Given
Picnic Supper

College of the Pacific students will
be glad to learn that the traditional
San Jose Game football dance will
take place tonight. This dance is an
event of each year, San Jose and
Stockton being alternate hosts.
Jane Kingdon, vice-president of
the student body has appointed
Madge Hepburn as chairman of the
arrangements. Patrons and patron
esses for the affair will be Mr. and
Mrs. Bodley, Dean and Mrs. Elliot,
and Mr. and Mrs. Patten.
The Gym will be decorated in the
football motif, and students will
dance until twelve to the music of
Kenny Hepper's orchestra.
The charge per couple will be
twenty-five cents with a student body
card. San Jose students will be ad
mitted free with their student body
cards. No stags will be allowed at
the dance.

Omeg a Phi Mothers
Open Year

FREE RADIO TRH EI ATT RZE
No Contest
No Red Tape
No Lottery

A RADIO
ABSOLUTELY
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We'll slice the
payments so thin
you'll never miss
the amount off
your income.
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"Life of the
Party"

With Any
Radio
Purchase of
49.95
or More

WITH
Joe Penner, Parkyakarkus, Gene Ray
mond, Harriet Milliard, Victor Moore,
and Helen Broderick
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STARTS SATURDAY

FREE
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Choose Your
Radio.
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JEAN WALCOTT

Italian food was the feature at a
surprise dinner given by Miss Knoles
at her home Monday evening for the
S. C. A. membership committee
meeting. Centerpieces of autumn
fruit decorated the two tables. Ital
ian raviolis, salad, crackers with sa
lami and various kinds of cheese and
pickles, and ice tea were served. For
dessert, the guests enjoyed the pome
granates, grapes, apples, oranges, or
bananas which were on the table.
This repast came as a surprise
from Miss Knoles, as the purpose of
the meeting was to outline plans for
the S. C. A. membership drive. It
was decided by the committee to use
the "card system" which was also
used last year and to contact the
various living groups on the campus.
Personal interviews will follow the
distribution of cards-. M a r j o r i e
Nichols and Trevor Griffiths were
selected as heads of the membership,
and Norman Noteware and Gladys
Bartholemew compose the committee
to investigate the changes to be made
in the last year's cards.
Those present at the dinner were :
Art Irish, Charlotte Mceske, Bill
Biddick, Gladys Bartholemew, Ru
berta Demmon, Carl Rigor, Jean
Smith, Norman Noteware, Glenn
Harder, Florine Buoy, Patricia Ma
son, Betty Dixon, Dick Morall, Fred
Abbott, Jan Wright, Polly Parsons,
Jean Strong, Bob Kientz, Melvin
Goltz, Murray Yates, M a r j o r i e
Nichols, Trevor Griffiths, and Miss
Joyce Dunkerly.
A meeting will be held Monday at
6:45 in the S. C. A. to which all
students interested are invited. The
committee will distribute cards.
Contact lists for the committee will
be issued and general instructions
will be. given. Everyone is urged to
attend because there will be some
thing interesting for all.

Miss Vangie Pease and Miss Maradean Pease, assisted by their
mother, Mrs. R. S. Pease, entertained
at a breakfast and miscellaneous
shower in- honor of the approaching
marriage of Miss Nina O'Neil to
Douglas Scott Nelson tomorrow.
The affair was given at the Pease
residence at 601 South Central Ave
nue last Sunday, September 26.
Breakfast was served at individual
tables, centered with colored bowls
of grapes. The gift table was daint
ily decorated with a doll, beautifully
dressed as a miniature bride and
placed on a mirror over a lace table
cloth. At each side were crystal
candles. Colorful zinnias were plac
ed about the room.
Those assembled to compliment
the bride-elect were Misses Blanche
Hook, Geraldine Patton, Alice Yelland, Verna Dunstan, Helen Jean
Torvend, Barbara Lee Squires, Mary
Anna Pease, Mrs. E. Flack, the
hostesses, and the guest of honor.

Mu Phi Epslion to
Give Musical
Members of Mu Phi Epsilon, na
tional music sorority, are planning
a Musicale to be given in the near
future for the purpose of aquainting
new music students with the activ
ities of the group.
Officers of the sorority for this
year are Irva Rickson, president;
Ann Blundell, vice-president; Eileen
Daniels, acting recording secretary;
Ruth Johnson, corresponding secre
tary; Helen Jean Torvend, treas
urer; Miriam Burton, historian;
Nella Rogers, chaplain; Ruth Barnes,
chorister, and Eileen D a n i e l s ,
warden.
Miss Anna Harris of Stockton,
sister of Dr. Harris of the College
of Pacific faculty, was the speaker
last Monday night at the Lodi Busi
ness and Professional Women's Club.
Her recent vacation trip to the
British Isles was the subject for Miss
ceded by a dinner.
COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
339 East Main Street
. . JEWELERS . .
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Pacific Will Give Nina O'Neil Feted
San Jose Game For ComingFootball Dance Marriage

At a small informal party during
the summer, the engagement of Miss
Lesley MacLerie to Mr. Oliver Vannosse was made public. Both are
from Stockton. Miss MacLerie is a
sophomore at Pacific. She is a mem
ber of the Omega Nu Sorority of
Stockton. Mr. Vanosse was a form
er pre-medical student at Pacific and
is completing his medical work at the
University of Southern California.
He was a member of Alpha Kappa
The Mothers and Patronesses Club
Phi while he was here.
of Epsilon Lambda Sigma has chosen
There is no date set for the wed models for its forthcoming fashion
ding yet.
revue and tea October 9. They are
Mrs. E. B. Bond, Mrs. Ralph Yardley, Mrs. Ralph L. Tanberg, Mrs. T.
R. Jackson, Mrs. Luther Sharp, Mrs.
T. H. Uren, Mrs. J. H. Kemp, Mrs.
C. R. Kelly, and Miss Grace Carter.
Mrs. Luther Sharp will be pro
New members of the faculty were
gram
chairman for the affair; Mrs.
guests of Miss Marie Breniman and
Mothers and Patronesses club of
Miss Mae Shaw at a picnic in Louis C. R. Kelly will be in charge of Omega Phi Alpha met last Wednes
tickets;
and
Mrs.
J.
H.
Kemp
will
Park Thursday evening. The in
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
formal supper was followed by arrange the wardrobe.
fraternity house for their first meet
games at the home of Miss Breni
ing after the summer vacation. An
man. Honored guests were Miss ALPHA THETA
informal tea is to be held in honor
Opal Berg, Dean of women, Miss
Alpha Theta Tau Sorority has of Mrs. Carroll Kirkman, the newly
Eleanor McCann, Miss Josephine
taken into honorary membership Miss elected president of the club. Mrs.
Smith, and Miss Charlotte SpalteTully Knoles will speak on some of
holtz, who are new arrivals on the Eleanor McCann and Miss Josephine her experiences abroad this summer.
College of the Pacific campus, and Smith, two of the new faculty mem Mrs. Leslie Drury has been chosen
Miss Marie Allen.
bers.
treasurer of the organization.

Epsilon Models Are
Picked for Show

DRAMA

Miss Knoles Has Tau Kappa Girls Newcomers Join First Recital Of
Plan Events For
Dinner For
Year Is Presented
Pacific Social
Coming Semester
By Conservatory
S. C. A.
Whirl

To Marry

DAFFY DILL

NT S

f to n

CLUBS

Chas. Haas
& Sons
J E W E L E R S

Sierra Theatre
THE
HIT OF 1937
DEANNA DURBIN
in

Members of Tau Kappa Kappa
Alumnae met Wednesday, Septem
ber 15, to formulate plans for the
coming year. The meeting was held
at the home of Mrs. Dana Morgenson, on Regent Street. Last Satur
day the group held an afternoon
meeting in charge of Mrs. Bradford
Champlin.
A series of telephone bridge par
ties is planned for the month of Oc
tober. these will be in conjunction
with the San Francisco chapter, and
the proceeds will be pooled as a
gift fund for the sorority house. In
November a patch work quilt will
be started to be disposed of at the
St. Patrick's meeting in March, the
occasion for a reunion of all Tau
Kappa Kappa girls.
The undergraduates have chosen
December for the annual informal
dance, and there will be a joint meet
ing with the auxiliary members in
January. A Washington Birthday
party including a potluck dinner and
a quilting party is planned for Feb
ruary.

A garden party and musicale are
to be given in May. June will be
occupied by the commencement meet
ing, with welcoming of new grad
uates and the election of new of
ficers.
This year the executive staff in
cludes Mrs. Dana Morgenson, presi
dent; Miss Margaret Wennhold,
vice-president; Mrs. Thelrna Gilgert,
secretary; Miss Helen Sayles, treas
urer; Mrs. Bradford Champlin, pub
licity.

Betrothed

All the women students on the
campus who are interested in mod
ern interpretative dancing were
guests of Orchesis society last Wed
nesday, where they were entertained
with a program of dances by mem
bers of Orchesis.
Among the numbers presented
were "Indigo" from three shades of
blue, featuring Helen Jean Torvend,
Beverly McGhan, and Verna Dunstan; "Penguins" with Beverly Mc
Ghan and Helen Jean Torvend; and
a "Peasant Dance" done by Helen
Jean Torvend. These dances have
been selected from the dance dramas
of the past two years. Margaret
George also entertained with two
vocal selections.
At present their are ten members
of Orchesis and Miss Shaw, who acts
as faculty adviser. The ten mem
bers are Helen Jean Torvend, presi
dent ; Beverly McGhan, vice-presi
dent ; Margaret George, secretarytreasurer; and Florine Buoy, Aileen
Buoy, Julianne Ralston, Verna Dunston, Vangie Pease, Dorothy Kolln,
LaVerne Lagorio.

Rachel Forbes is
Betrothed

Rho Lambda Phi Club
Holds Meeting

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

BURTON OLMSTEAD

with

Campus Representative

109 N. SUTTER

PHONE 652

SATURDAY, OCT. 2—
Rehearsal, Auditorium, 7:00
Intel-fraternity Dance, College
Gym, 8:00-12:00
MONDAY, OCT. 4—
Orchestra practice, Auditorium
7:00 •
TUESDAY, OCT. 5—
Chorus rehearsal, Auditorium, 7:00
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 6—
Classical Club, Anderson Hall, 8:00
S. C. A. Meeting, "Y" Rooms, 7:00
Rehearsal, Auditorium, 7:00-9:00
THURSDAY, OCT. 7—
Rehearsal, Auditorium, 7:00-9:00
FRIDAY, OCT. 8—
Football game with Chico, Stadium

8:00

Football dance, Gym, 10:00-12:00.

Tau Kappa Kapp,1a
Has Initiation For
Two New Members
Tau Kappa Sorority held formal
initiation last evening for Dorothy
Dinublio and Eleanor Shepherd. Re
freshments were served afterward.
Installing officers were Aline Durst,
president; Lois Mae Ventre, chap
lain, and Helen Hall, sergeant at
arms.

A.A.U.W.To Hear
Tully Knoles
Speak
The American Association of Uni
versity Women will hold their first
meeting of the season at the home
of Mrs. Dewey R. Powell on N.
Hunter, Saturday afternoon at 2
o clock.
Doctor Tully C. Knoles,
president of the College of the Pa
cific, will speak on the subject, "My
Impressions of Europe Today." The
meeting is in charge of Mrs. John
R. Landrum, recently elected Presi
dent of the Association, and will in
augurate a new series of Fall meet
ings. Guests of honor Saturday will
be the new members of the College
of the Pacific faculty and the wives
of new members of the College
faculty.

With Peg

Ruth Greenough
To Marry

VALLEY
FLORAL Co.

FRIDAY, OCT. 1—
Football game with San Jose, Sta
dium, 8:00
Football dance, Gym, 10:00-12:00

STYLE GAZING

Omega Phi Elects
President

RACE RELATIONS
At the next meeting, to be held at
the same time Monday, Miss Hin-Oi
Young will be the speaker. Miss
Young is the official exchange stu
dent from Lingnan University of
Canton, China. This meeting will be
under the general direction of Flor
ence Sato, chairman of the Race Re
lations Committee.

Miss Miriam Burton and Miss
Frances Bowerman presented the
first Faculty Recital last Tuesday
evening. Numbers of particular in
terest to music majors were Vincent
Peck's "Pierrot" which was greatly
applauded, and "The Last Lullaby"
by Elisabeth Clark '37 who is now
attending the Eastman School of
Music. Both were sung by Miss
Bowerman.
In the first group by Miss Burton
the "Scherzo in E flat minor" by
Brahms was played very colorfully.
In the second group "Memories of
Childhood" by Pinto, a composition
that was divided into five short num
bers, was enjoyed by the audience.
By the precedent set by this first
recital, music lovers look forward to
future Faculty Recitals and more
particularly to the Annual Pi Kappa
Lambda Graduate Recital with Mar
garet Douglas, pianist; Chrissie Col
ling, soprano; and Austin Coggin,
pianist.

RACE MEETING
Dr. Werner gave a general intro
duction to the field of race relations
at the first meeting of the Race Re
lations Group last Monday at 3:00.
Earl Harvey sang two negro spirit
uals for the group.

During the late summer, Miss
Rachel Forbes announced her en
gagement to Mr. James Teter of
Stockton. The news was cleverly
revealed by tally cards given out at
a desert bridge party in the Berkeley
home of the bride-elect.
Miss Forbes is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. F. E. Forbes of Berkeley
and is attending Pacifier. She is a
member of Alpha Theta Tau soror
ity.
Mr. Teter was a former student at
Pacific and is now in business for
himself in Stockton. No date has
Omega Phi Alpha held an election been set for the wedding.
for a new president last week. Dick
Patriquin held the office formerly
but due to his failure to return to
school this semester, a new president
had to be chosen to take his place.
Gordon White has been picked for
the office. He is supported by
Jerry Keithley, vice president; Bill
Miss Ruth Greenough of Merced
Kirkman, secretary; Ed Koehler, and Mr. Eugene Martin formally
treasurer; Will Challis, house man announced their engagement last
ager; Roland Campbell, guard; Er- week. Miss Greenough is a senior
vin Farley, chaplain; Art Irish, re in the Conservatory of Music and a
corder, and Leslie Knoles, reporter. member of the honorary language
sorority of the college, Phi Sigma
Gamma. Mr. Martin, a senior, maj
oring the chemistry department, is a
member of Ortha Meta Para and the
Block P society. He is a former
varsity tennis man.
Mrs. L. W. Sandine will be in
charge of the first post-vacation
meeting of the Rho Lambda Phi
Mothers and Patronesses club this
Sunday afternoon in the rooms of
the fraternity house at 2:00 o'clock.
Tea will be served and plans will be
made and committees appointed for
the coming year. Entertainment will
be furnished by members of Rhizomia who will present a short pro
gram.

CALENDAR

Edna Clark was general chairman
for the evening. Alice Hall was
chairman of the refreshments, and
she was assisted by Kay Meyers.

Orchesis Presents
Program For
Girls

100 MEN AND A GIRL
ADOLPHE MENJOU

Newcomers to the college social
whirl are many Freshmen girls who
were seen dining, dancing, and foot
balling over the weekend.
Dancing to the rhythmic strains of
Red Norvo and his orchestra at the
Palomar in Los Angeles was Patty
Hodkins with escort Earl Hedemark.
Seen at the U. S. C— C. O. P.
game were Adrienne Squires and
Howard Hansbrow.
In Palo Alto, at the StanfordSanta Clara game, were Doris Hill
and Vivienne Manary accompanied
by two lettermen from Menlo Junior
College.
Doing the rounds in San Francisco
at well known night spots were:
Betty Barry, dining at Topsy's Roost,
Bobbins Dailey, enjoying the dance
tunes of Sterling Young at the
Palace, and Kay McKibben, at the
Fairmont.
Barbara Nawman attended the fall
formal of Oakland De Molay with
Karl Rigor.
Away for the weekend at Lake
Tahoe was Lois Ellithorpe with
houseguest, Barbara Baer.
Among those enjoying the dancing
at Hotel Clark Saturday night were
"Toni" Rifberg, Barbara Wilbur, and
Dorothy Phillis and escorts.

SCCIAL

BILTMORE VISITORS
Alpha Theta Tau girls who attend
ed the U. S. C.-Pacific game and
registered at the Biltmore were: June
Lane, Babe Saugstead, Bobbin Gay
Peck, Artelle Baxter, Shay Barnett,
Beverley Starr,
Rachel Forbes,
Maryly Lyons, Bessie Fraser, Lesla
Dennison, Barbara Owen, Delphine
Ferroggiaro, Carla Ortman, Patty
Jane Railsback, Harrie Dean Wooley,
Anne Blundell, and Pat Milberry.

The L. A. trip has come and gone,
and with its coming we got a good
chance to see some of the campus
styles that have been kept in moth
balls up to this time.
We went a-snooping Thursday
night to see what the well dressed
football player was wearing on that
eventful eve and found them all
looking very, very nice.
Dick Bentley acting very collegiate
and confident of taking that Trojan
team (or was that just a far away
look in his eyes), in a well tailored
dark plaid coat, gabardine slacks,
soft gray felt hat, and a good look
ing dark overcoat.
Emrys Lloyd looking like the ans
wer to every girls dream of a football
player in a dark suit that fit like the
paper on the wall, to use the well
known expression, and also carrying
a dark overcoat.
Jack Harrell representing an Es
quire ad in a dark sport back suit,
dark overcoat, and black shoes shin
ned to the enth degree.
Then of course there was the
usual bevy of football players board
ing the train in their Pacific sweat
ers and cords.
The S. C. special that pulled out
Friday night also gave us some ideas
to comment on. Carl Moore got on
the train looking very nice in a plaid
sport jacket and slacks.
Hank Woodrum wore a green
sweater, green checkered shirt, gray
plaid slacks and gray felt hat. With
this outfit he wore a dark blue over
coat completing it. Lest I forget, he
also wore a BOW TIE.
Caroline Rector wore a tricky two
piece suit combining a wine wool
skirt with a wine, green gray tweed
jacket. With this ensemble she wore
wine shoes, hat, and carried a bag of
the same color.
Mildred Levand went down to slay
the Southern California boys in a
stunning slate green angora wool
dress, having the new broad shoul
dered affect and stitched swing
skirt. She wore brown accessories,
and a new surprise fur coat that gave
that certain "zip" to the outfit.

Fay Lovegren was very dashing in
a man tailored suit of dark navy
blue, wearing a blue turbin set far
back on her head, swing strap sand
als, and blue gloves and bag.
Frances Hallmark had on an ador
able thin ribbed olive green corduroy
dress. The dress had a gored skirt,
wide top elbow-length sleeves, half
belt buckling in back, and buttoned
from the neckline to the hem, giving
it very lovely princess lines. She
wore a dainty Irish lace collar with
it.
Phyllis Sterner was dancing away
summer doldrums at the Claremont
this weekend, in an apple green vel
vet formal. Her dress had a front
gathered girdle making the skirt fall
in sleek folds, the bodice was gath
ered at the neckline forming the pop
ular fullness and the neck line was
draped into a low decolletage at the
CUTEST little orange and black
back. With this she wore gold sand
als and jewelry looking very much
like a Grecian Goddess.
The freshmen boys are all dressed
in nice looking beer jackets and the
hats that make it so easy for us to
distinguish them from the other boys
of the campus.
One last tip to you girls, remem
ber when purchasing your formals
for this season that ALL THAT
GLITTERS IS GLAMOROUS.
Lame, sequins, and rhinestones are
very popular. Use persian lamb on
your suits and coats and wear your
skirts between 14 and 16 inches from
the floor, if you can get away with
it.
Fashions for fellows this year are
still running toward gabardine slacks,
plaid jackets, and of course beer
jackets. New gabardine hats with
telescope crowns and stitched brims
which are really just a copy of the
old fashioned rain hats and have
been adopted by Yale and Princeton.
These hats are very inexpensive and
come in grand new colors, so here
is where you fellows, that have been
envying the color we girls get away
with, get a break.
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Small Chance to
Home Debut

•JUNK
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JINX-

AXIN' ALEX

Sports
Equipment
TILL
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LAMBERT'S
201 E. WEBER

Phone 2962W

Bring Your Racquets
to the

Racquet Shop
Owned by a Student
IN THE BOOKSTORE

College Bookstore
Says=—

HURRAH FOR EDGERTONS!

Shoes that godown the field as
popular as ever, as style-minded
as ever. Winged victory for you.

Come On Gang
Let's Break the Jinx

BEAT SAN JOSE
Come in and try on a
pair. A scotch grain...
bright finish... in that
good old Abbott last.

BOB WENTZ

TREVOR GRIFFITHS
Representatives

It's a pity to lose out so
completely . . . but girls
being what they are, and
V a r s i t y-T ow n s being
what they are . . . well,
there just doesn't seem to
be anything to do about
it, except to get a Var
sity-Town. See the new
Fall arrivals, and you'll
know they have no com
petition ... in style . . .
quality ... or value!

Write Your Friends About the Game
on Official Pacific Stationery. . . .

SENIOR PLAYWRIGHT
GETS DRAMATIC . . .
JAKE SPEAR, 38, author of die
Senior Faroe ... «ays "It's not a
question of To be or not to be*—
It must be CAMPUS CORDS. If
t
1
anyone wants *to bury Caesar , let
him take along tfie cords that/ r
were foisted on me as being just
as good as CAMPUS CORDS." ^
JAKE says when next the dra
matic mood sways him he'll au
thor an ode to Can't Bust 'Em
CAMPUS CORDS . . . their trim
lines ... hip-fit and long wear.
The CAMPUS CORDS dealer
knows university style stand
ards. See him now for
CAMPUS CORDS
and other correct appareL

Of Course we have Free Ink, Blotters
and Bookcovers at the . .

CANUStH

PUS CORDS

THE UNIVERSITY-STYLED TROUSERS
f o r

313-317
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G o l d
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